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One of the biggest challenge for modern medicine is to make a discrimination among healthy and cancerous tis-
sues. Therefore, nowadays big effort of scientist are devoted to find a new way for as fast as possible diagnosis
with as much as possible accuracy in distinguishing healthy from cancerous tissues. That issues are probably
the most important in the case of brain tumours, when the diagnosis time plays a great role. Herein we present
the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) togetherwith the principal component analysis (PCA) used to
identify the spectra of different brain specimens, healthy and tumour tissues homogenates. The presented anal-
yses include three sets of brain tissues as control samples taken from healthy objects (one set consists of samples
from four brain lobes and both hemispheres; eight samples) and the brain tumours from five patients (two An-
aplastic Astrocytoma and three Glioblastoma samples). Results prove that tumour brain samples can be discrim-
inated well from the healthy tissues by using only three main principal components, with 96% of accuracy. The
largest influence onto the calculated separation is attributed to the spectral regions corresponding in SERS spec-
tra to vibrations of the L-Tryptophan (1450, 1278 cm−1), protein (1300 cm−1), phenylalanine and Amide-I
(1005, 1654 cm−1). Therefore, the presented method may open the way for the probable application as a very
fast diagnosis tool alternative for conventionally used histopathology or evenmore as an intraoperative diagnos-
tic tool during brain tumour surgery.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The largest group of primary brain tumours are astrocytic gliomas.
Those tumours with higher malignancy grade are characterized by
high genetic diversity and high biological aggressiveness [1]. Brain tu-
mours, particularly high-grade (Anaplastic Astrocytoma and Glioblas-
toma), have poor prognosis and patient survival. The most malignant
glial tumour is Glioblastoma, which accounts for over 65% of all primary
brain tumours.While Anaplastic Astrocytomagive 54% of the 5-year rel-
ative survival rate in the United State after patients treatments, in the
youngest patients group, the Glioblastoma, regardless of the standard
treatment give only 19% of the 5-year survival rate [2]. Both subtypes
of malignant gliomas may develop de novo as primary tumours, or de-
velop as a result of progression from tumours with a lower grade of his-
tological malignancy, as secondary tumours. [3,4] Therefore, the cancer
fast diagnosis is main advantage in diseases prognosis and patient sur-
vival and it still remains the challenging task from the purely human
).
but also economical point of view. Brain tumours are classified usually
by the neuropathological evaluation dependent on molecular genetic
tests, prediction of biological behaviour and patientmanagement. Com-
monly used in pathology laboratories techniques include immunohisto-
chemical staining, direct sequencing, fluorescence in situ hybridization,
chromosomal genomic hybridization, and next-generation sequencing.
Nowadays, in the treatment of the brain tumour, there are no preoper-
ative or intraoperative technology to identify all tumour cells among the
healthy cells. Thus, because the cancerous cells are often impossible to
distinguish from normal tissue often the residual invasive cancer cells
frequently remain after surgery. Recently Raman spectroscopy has
been used as an intraoperative differentiation tool with a sensitivity of
93% and a specificity of 91% [5]. It also has been presented a possibility
to use coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering for brain cancer diagnosis.
[6] On the other hand, the stimulated Raman scatteringMicroscopy can
be used for biomedical imaging as an alternative to histopathology tech-
nique. [7,8] However, presented in the literature Raman based Micros-
copies [9,10] have some limitations, and moreover, some of them are
largely influence the obtained results. For example, before using
Raman-guided biopsy both, a great number of patients and the collected
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spectra are necessary, due to large variability of obtained spectra, which
affect the outcome (the differentiation recognition). Additionally to in-
crease the signal to noise ratio the longer integration time is necessary.
However longer integration times can limit the clinical practicality of
those techniques, which needs to be real-time in order to minimize dis-
ruption to the neurosurgical workflow. Last but not the leastmore stud-
ies involving in vivo technique are needed. Almost all these limitation
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of homogenate samples
overcome. Homogenates can be prepared from the tissues normally
taken out during surgery operation – in this sense a number of patients
and spectra can be checked, but also differences between the spectra,
coming from the various cancers, not only from the individuals, can be
highlighted and studied.

Therefore, herein the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)
technique combined with principal component analysis (PCA), is pro-
posed as a useful financially and practically by rapidly replacing time-
consuming and labour-intensive conventional methods since any mo-
lecular genetic abnormalities will be diagnosed various brain tumours
at one single shot. SERS is an optical spectroscopy method with higher
sensitivity and chemical specificity than that in conventional Raman
spectroscopy. [11] The presented method is therefore competitive to
presented already the coherent anti-Stokes Raman or the stimulated
Raman scattering Microscopy. The phenomenon of SERS is explained
by the combination of an electromagnetic (EM) mechanism and a
chemical mechanism related to charge transfer (CT) between a sub-
strate and an adsorbed molecule [12,13]. Theoretically, the electromag-
netic enhancement can reach factors of 103–1011, whilst for the
chemical enhancement factors up to 103 were calculated [14–16]. Due
to such tremendously enhancement of the Raman signals, even single
molecules can be detected by SERS spectroscopy. SERS is powerful in
Fig. 1. SEM microscopic images of control brain tissues homogenates of temporal lobe (a,b) an
studying nucleic acids and proteins [17], therapeutic agents [18],
drugs and trace materials [19], microorganisms [20] and cells. [21] The
most notable recent advances in Raman and SERS include innovative
applications as bimolecular sensors for clinical diagnosis of various dis-
eases, such as Alzheimer's or Parkinson's [22], various cancer diseases
such as gastrointestinal [23–26], skin [27–31], breast [32–35], lung
[36,37] and also brain [38–41].

Through this work, to transform the high-complexity SERS data into
a new coordinate principal components (PCs), the principal component
analysis (PCA)were performed over the recorded data [42–46]. Value of
PCA in especially hyperspectral mapping, characterization, detection,
identification and distribution approaches [47–52]. Based on the SERS
data a fast and label-free method of differentiation between the brain
tumours and healthy, control cells is presented. The reported results in-
dicate that fast, multivariate evaluation of themultiple probes is feasible
and may allow for wide application in the field of accurate cancer diag-
nosis, risk classification, and development of therapeutic strategies.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Tissue samples ethical approval

The studywas approved by the Bioethical Committee (opinion num-
ber 665/2017) located at Wroclaw Medical University.

2.1.1. Tissues sample selection and preparation
Tissue materials - archival material in the form of tissue fragments

stored at the deep-freezing temperature of selected brain tumours
with Anaplastic Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma histopathological types
was used for the study. Histopathological diagnosis of the brain tumour
d gliomas brain tumour homogenates: Anaplastic Astrocytoma (c) and Glioblastoma (d).



Fig. 2. The averages SERS spectra of the homogenates taken for Control 1 from four lobes
of both L-left and R-right hemispheres (a) and gliomas (b). The SERS spectra are abbrevi-
ated as Front., Par., Temp.,Occ. for samples taken from the frontal, parietal, temporal and
occipital lobe, respectively.AA stands for Anaplastic Astrocytoma and GB for Glioblastoma
spectra of the gliomas samples. SERS spectra taken in mapping mode over the platform,
acquired above 20 spectra for one control sample and 40 spectra for tumour cells (160
spectra for control set which give a total 1000 spectra for controls and 200 spectra for gli-
oma samples).
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has been confirmed by a qualified neuropathologist after surgical resec-
tion of the brain tumour. As a control, fragments of a healthy brain tissue
were used. Theywere collected during autopsy in theDepartment of Fo-
rensic Medicine inWroclaw, Poland. Exclusion criteria were as follows:
tumour, intoxication and long-lasting decomposition.

Tissue homogenates - frozen material from brain tumours (two
samples of Anaplastic Astrocytoma and three of the Glioblastoma,
taken from five patients) and normal control (samples taken from dif-
ferent brain lobes of five individuals; total 40 samples) was prepared
for further study with the same protocol. Tissue fragments were placed
in RIPA lysis buffer: 50mMTris-HCl, 150mMNaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1% IGEPAL
Ca-630 and 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, pH 8.0. The prepared buffer
contained 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonic fluoride (PMSF) and 0.5 μl of in-
hibitor cocktail (Pierce). The solution was incubated on ice for 15 min.
Next, the prepared samples were centrifuged at 12000 ×g for 15 min
at 4 °C. The supernatant was collected to Eppendorf type tubes and cen-
trifuged again under the above-mentioned conditions. After centrifuga-
tion, the supernatant was collected into a new tube and stored at
−20 °C.

2.2. Morphological characterization

The surface of prepared SERS platform were freshly dropped with
studied tissue samples and then were morphologically characterized
using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images taken with a FEI
Nova NanoSEM 450 SEM system.

2.3. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)

SERS measurements were performed using the Renishaw inVia
Raman system equipped with a 300 mW diode laser emitting a
785 nm line which was used as an excitation source. The laser light
was passed through a line filter and focused on a sample mounted on
an XYZ translation stage with a 50× objective lens (numerical aperture
0.75) that focused the laser to a spot size of around 2.5 μm. The Raman-
scattered light was collected by the same objective through a holo-
graphic notch filter to block the Rayleigh scattering. A 1200 grooves
per mm grating was used to provide a spectral resolution of 5 cm−1.
The Raman scattering signal was recorded by a 1024 × 256 pixel
RenCam CCD detector. Typically, 40 SERS spectra of control samples of
each lobes from both hemispheres (20 SERS spectra for one hemi-
sphere) and 40 SERS spectra of tumours samples were acquired for
60 s, with 8 mW of the laser power measured at the sample usingmap-
pingmode (10 μm×10 μm)with the step size 2.6 (for 40 spectra) and 4
(for 20 spectra). The mapping measurements took approximately
30 min. Based onto recorded SERS data within one sample the average
SERS spectra were calculated and presented in the manuscript.

SERS platform preparations - platforms for SERS analysis were pre-
pared according to already published procedure [53]. Briefly, photovol-
taic cells sample were cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol and
every each step sonificated at 50 °C by 10 min. The cleaned platforms
were then dried for 30min at 50 °C and using Physical Vapor Deposition
(PVD) device the layer of silverwas sputtered over SERS platforms. Such
freshly prepared SERS platforms (5× 5mm)were used throughout pre-
sented SERS experiments. Beforemeasurement prepared SERS platform
was covered by approximately 5 μl of homogenate and let it to dry at
room temperature.

2.4. Data analysis

The obtained SERS spectra were smoothed with Savitsky-Golay fil-
ter, the background was removed using baseline correction (10 itenary
and 64 points), and then the spectra were normalized using a so-called
Min-Max normalization (band at 677 cm−1 for Control and 674 cm−1

for tumour samples) using a built-in OPUS software package (Bruker
Optic GmbH 2012 version). Then, the principal component analysis
(PCA) was applied (Unscrambler, CAMO software AS, version 10.3,
Norway).

3. Results and discussion

Control brain cells were acquired postmortem frompatients consid-
ered healthy - with no brain injury. Five sets of control brain tissues
(samples from five different individuals) from both right and left hemi-
spheres of each lobes parts (frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital)
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were collected and studied in order to ensure proper statistical power,
in accordance to common best practice. Thus each set consists of four
tissue groups from the parts of the brain, responsible for the various
functions of the body. Two sets of samples that show some anomaly in
their spectral features were discarded. However, three sets of brain tis-
sues named as 1, 2 and 3 (eight control samples from each of the three
individuals), were selected as control samples and included in the pre-
sented analyses. In each control (1, 2 or 3) the brain tissues revealed dif-
ferent morphologies accordingly to its lateralization and different
function based onto four lobes of the brain. That is in agreement with
observed differences between human brain's hemispheres, and are ex-
plained mostly by the inborn functional asymmetries/lateralization
[54,55]. Fig. 1 presents the scanning electronmicroscopy images of Con-
trol 1 brain tissue homogenates from temporal lobe, together with glio-
mas - Anaplastic Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma on a SERS platforms
Fig. 3. The SERS intensity plots of I677/I1450 vs the brain's part calculated for all controls samp
deviation.
used during experiments. As can be seen, presented tissue homogenates
show different morphologies, even within the Control sample taken
from the temporal lobe of the brain (Fig. 1a,b). This is reliable as various
cells existing within one brain lobes.

The frontal lobe function is associated with reasoning, motor skills,
higher level cognition, and expressive language, the parietal is process-
ing tactile sensory information such as pressure, touch, and pain, the
temporal part is responsible for memory, speech perception, and lan-
guage skills and the occipital function is associatedwith interpreting vi-
sual stimuli and information. The brain cells in lobe dependences
contain various patterns and amounts of different cells, e.g. neurons,
neuropils, the meshwork of axons, dendrites, synapses and extra cellu-
lar matrix of the central nervous system cells, but also glial cells, that
constitute themost abundant class of cells in the brain and can generally
be subdivided into astrocytes, oligodendrocytes andmicroglia based on
les and for both brain's hemispheres, separately. The error bars represent the standard
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morphology and function. Moreover, each brain's hemispheres (left or
right) was over last decades considered as differently exploited by par-
ticular human and these differences are even more deeper if we con-
sider differences among peoples – diverse logic, linear thinking,
intuition, imagination, abilities, talents, behaviour. However, magnetic
resonance imaging studies revealed that the human brain doesn't actu-
ally favour one side over the other. The networks on one side aren't gen-
erally more pronounced than the networks on the other side [56].

Remarkably, SERS spectra presented on Fig. 2a, in dependence on
the origin of the control brain homogenates, revealed different spectral
features accordingly to its lateralization and different function based
onto four different lobes of the brain (see also Fig. S1; Supporting Infor-
mation). All presented SERS spectra are averages from 20 spectra for
one control sample and 40 spectra from one tumour sample of data
taken in themappingmode (Fig. S2 Supporting Information). Observed
in Fig. 2a spectral changes are mainly due to different intensities of the
revealed bands. Thus, the intensity of the band at 677 cm−1, assigned to
vibrations in L-Glutathione and L-Histidine, in comparison to the band
intensity at 1450 cm−1, L-Tryptophan vibration, revealed in the spec-
trum of temporal cells for right brain hemisphere are more higher
than its equivalent ratio observed in for left brain hemisphere. For the
more examples of this relations, please see Figure S1a,b in Supporting
Information. In order to more detailed analysis of the observed spectral
changes Fig. 3 presents the bands I677/I1450 intensities relationships. Ev-
idently, this relationships are varied in the spectra of both brain hemi-
spheres, as well as for each particular lobes. Thus, it is clear, that
variances of the spectral features are closely associated with the tissues
origin - the brain lobes. Observed differences in calculated SERS intensi-
ties ratio are more pronounced in the spectra of Control 1 and in right
brain's hemisphere, then in two other analysed controls, e.g., Control
2 andControl 3 (Fig. 3). The intensities ratio calculated for the left hemi-
sphere in the Occipital and Parietal lobes of Control 1 give
Table 1
Raman bands assignment observed in spectra of brain control and tumour tissues.

Raman shift
(cm−1)

Control Tumour
(AA,
GB)

Assignment [60]

677 674,
680

L-Glutathione, L-histidine

712 714 CH2 rocking, symmetric breathing, L-tyrosine
753 L-Valine
853 CH2 deformation of tyrosine, proline, glycogen

879 L-Arginine
803,
874

800 L-Tryptophane

937 937 Guanine
1005 Phenylalanine (ring breathing mode)

1038 D-(+)-galactosamine
1066 1078,

1083
CC or PO2 stretching, phospholipids in nucleic acids

1129 1125 Adenine
1183 CC stretching, L-phenylalanine

1252 1261 Thymine, L-tryptophane
1300 Proteins

1278 Amide III (alfa-helix), L-tryptophane
1357 Ring breathing of nucleic acids adenine base, CH2CH3 twisting

in collagen, tryptophan, L-proline
1453 1450 L-Tryptophan

1550 Guanine
1585 1586,

1596
L-phenylalanine, L-alanine

1613 CC asymmetric stretching, porphyrin moiety of hemoglobin,
L-Serine

1660 Amide I, (C_O stretching mode of protein, alfa-helix/random
coil; stretching)/C_C lipids stretching
approximately the same value, thus as a reference control sample it
seems that SERS data collected for Control 1 and right hemisphere are
the most advisable. Besides, that no substantial difference among
analysed SERS spectra of control samples are detected.

The SERS spectra of brain tumours homogenates presented on
Fig. 2b in comparison to SERS spectra of the control samples (Fig. 2a)
show decreasing of tryptophan represented by band at 1450 cm−1.
That can be the result of degradation of tryptophan caused by the en-
zyme indoleamin (2,3)-dioxygenase stimulated by Th1 immune re-
sponse (IDO) in cancer patients, as it was observed in colorectal [57]
and colon [58] tumours. Observed intensity increasing of the band at
1083 cm−1 assigned to the nucleic acids, is due to higher nucleic acids
bases caused by the abnormal metabolism of DNA and RNA in cancer
samples, what is consistent with the data published for cancer patients
[51]. The shifts of the band at 1357 cm−1 in relation to the SERS of the
control sample (band at 1300 cm−1),which are attributed to the nucleic
acids, collagen and tryptophan, reveal the importance of these sub-
stances changes in the tumour tissues. The same band was observed
in the colorectal cancer detected by SERS [59]. Moreover, decreasing
of the band at 1629 cm−1; vibration of the porphyrin moiety of hemo-
globin; probably indicates that bond breakups have occurred and bio-
functions were lost in the occurrence of brain tumour. The assignment
of bands observed in the SERS spectra of the control and tumour sam-
ples are gathered in Table 1.

All observed changes in the SERS spectral patterns are due to tumour
influencing the brain cells. However, those differences show a slight
variance in the characteristic spectral features depending on the mea-
surement place, but what is even more important, difference among
gathered SERS spectra coming fromdifferent tumour samples (Anaplas-
tic Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma cells). Thus they are not sufficient for
discrimination purposes and possibility to use them as indicator for tu-
mour detection, what justify including the PCA calculations to the
Fig. 4. The plots of PC1 vs. PC2 scores of tissue homogenates, calculated for Control 1 and
four different brain lobes (Front., Par., Temp., Occ. for frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital,
respectively) and both left (a) and right (b) brain hemispheres.



Table 2
Explained variances of the first and second PCs calculated for all control, each control and
tumour brain together with control samples from data taken for all four parts and right
and left side of the brain tissues homogenates separately.

Samples PC1+ PC2 [%]

All Left Right

Control (1 + 2 + 3) 91 82 93
Control 1 98 99 99
Control 2 71 75 73
Control 3 89 76 94
Tumours + Control (1 + 2 + 3) 87 73 89
Tumours + Control 1 95 88 96
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analysis of the recorded spectra. Thus, with this aim, over the collected
SERS spectra themultivariate principal component analysis (PCA) were
performed [61]. Firstly, the PCA of control samples weremade for three
sets of comparisons: (1) all controls together (from both brain's hemi-
spheres), (2) all controls from left hemisphere, (3) all controls from
right hemisphere. Results of these calculations, as shown in Fig. 4a,b
but also in Fig. S3 (Supporting Information), prove one most important
clue – there is always four different groups of PCs scores independently
for the left aswell as the right parts of brain.Moreover, the observed dif-
ferences have their direct translation in the obtained PCs values. Fur-
thermore, for the left hemisphere scores of the frontal and the
temporal lobes are divided from scores of the occipital and the parietal
Fig. 5. 3D plots of the PCA scores calculated for homogenates of the brain tumour and Control 1
(c) and PC3 (d).
lobes by PC2 axis (Fig. 4a), as well as, for the right hemisphere by PC2
axis but also by PC1 axis (Fig. 4b). Revealed similarities between the
scores of the occipital and the parietal lobes appears for to bemore pro-
nounced in the case of data analysed for right hemisphere (Fig. 4b). Ob-
served grouping can be influenced directly by the variousmorphologies
and different function of lobes, what is in good agreementwith existing
knowledge about human brain's lateralization; different morphologies
and different function of each lobes. As is presented on Fig. 4 (data of
1 control) the first main PCs explain 96% of variance for the left hemi-
spheres, while PC1 calculated for the right one explain 99% of total var-
iance among SERS data. It should be highlighted, that similar tendency,
the better discrimination among the data collected from the right brain
hemisphere, was observed for three considered control samples. These,
differences have direct influences onto calculated scores and thus the
grouping is more efficient, in all three controls, for the right side of the
brain (see Fig. S3 in Supporting Information). Thus, taken into account,
that for the 1 control sample and the right side of the brain, the calcu-
lated sum of the two main PCs gives 99% of variance, this control were
chosen for comparison with the data collected for brain tumour sam-
ples. The sum of PC1 and PC2 calculated for all controls are gathered
in Table 2.

In the next step the PCA, over the SERS spectra of brain tumour and
control samples were utilized to develop diagnostic algorithms for the
classification in two associations: (1) all controls and tumours together,
(2) each control and tumours. Those analysis were performed for
group – right brain hemisphere (a) and corresponding loadings data for the PC1 (b), PC2
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tumour together with control samples taken out from both brain's
hemispheres, and from left and right hemisphere separately. The PCA
calculated scores and corresponding loadings data calculated for each
the three of the most important PCs, which are enough for discrimina-
tion purposes, are presented on Fig. 5 (data brain tumour and Control
1 – right brain hemisphere) and Fig. S4 (for all tumour and controls,
as well as tumour with Control 2 and 3, separately). The all presented
scatter plots has the best discrimination performance, e.g. the scores
do not overlap. Additionally, the grouping of some scores calculated
for the SERS spectra (Anaplastic Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma cells)
observed for tumour cells suggests that it can be possible to distinguish
each tumour cells based onto PCA calculations. It should be highlighted,
that one of the main advantages of the presented method is that the
three main PCs describe a total of 96% of the ensemble variance with
89%, 7% and 1% corresponding to the first, second and third PCs, respec-
tively. Thus discrimination among control and tumour brain samples is
efficient. The sum of first and second PCs calculated for all controls and
chosen one together with brain tumours data performed for all four
brain's parts and both hemispheres are presented in Table 2.

For the calculated PCs patterns loadings data reveal the importance
of the original SERS variables and indicate the most important variables
and regions related to the differences or similarities found in the SERS
data set. Ipso facto PCA classification allows identification of diagnostic
spectral patterns that remain valid for all spectra within a class, even
though there may be substantial inter-class variability among spectra.
In other words, the loading spectrum of calculated PCs vs. variables
(SERS shifts) contains features dependent on differences between the
studied groups, i.e. tumour and healthy brain tissues. The weights for
each component are represented by a vector called a loadings. The load-
ingsmaximize the between-class variance and indicate the variables re-
sponsible for diagnostic segregation over the within-class variance
(mostly associated with heterogeneity in tissue sample) of the compo-
nent [62,63].

Loading profiles of the first three PCs calculated for brain tu-
mour and the right hemisphere of the Control 1 group are
displayed in Fig. 5b and for brain tumours and left brain hemi-
sphere of the Control 1 in Fig. S4b Supporting Information. The
bands, which are responsible for the differences between groups
in the original SERS spectra can also be found in the loadings spec-
tra, as a most weighted data. The variables at 1005, 1300, 1460 and
1662 cm−1 for the loadings plot of PC1 (which accounts for 89% of
the total variance), at 670, 932 and 1400 cm−1 for PC2 (7%), and at
675, 941 and 1085 cm−1 for PC3 (1%) have the highest intensity
thus the highest weights for the PCA discrimination of different
groups. Therefore, in the loadings dataset, calculated for brain tu-
mour and Control 1 group for the right brain hemisphere (Fig. 5b)
and the left hemisphere, separately (Fig. S4b, Supporting Informa-
tion), the separation is attributed to spectral regions correspond-
ing in SERS spectra to L-Tryptophan (1450, 1278 cm−1), proteins
(1300 cm−1), Amide III (1278 cm−1), phenylalanine (1005 cm−1)
Amide I (1654 cm−1), Guanine (937 cm−1) (see Table 1).

To summarize, in the scatter plot drawn by PCs, most scores belong-
ing to different groups have little overlap in the PC1-PC2 plot which in-
dicates a good separation between groups. The orthogonal distance plot
showed that a good diagnostic accuracy has been obtained by this PCA
model. Also, the loadings spectra of PCs enabled us to identify the posi-
tions with the highest weights for discriminating groups, and several
bonds were found to contribute a large degree to the PC scores. Surpris-
ingly, the calculated scores for the SERS spectra of different tumour cells
(Anaplastic Astrocytoma and Glioblastoma cells) are gathered in sepa-
rated groups. That issues are going to be further explored.

4. Conclusion

Throughout this manuscript we show the potential of the SERS
method combined with PCA analysis for discrimination and
differentiation between healthy and tumour samples. Firstly, to
choose the most proper control for comparison with the data col-
lected for brain tumour samples, the healthy brain tissue samples
from both right and left side of the brain's hemispheres for different
lobes, e.g., frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital were carefully
studied and analysed. As it presented, the first main PCs explain
96% of variance for the left brain hemispheres, while PC1 calculated
for the right one explain 99% of total variance among SERS data.
That is in good agreement with existing knowledge about human
brain's lateralization; different morphologies and different function
of each lobes. Then, the PCA over the SERS spectra of brain tumour
and control samples were utilized to develop diagnostic algorithms
for classification between those samples. The main advantages of
the presented method is that the three main PCs describe a total of
96% of the ensemble variance with 89%, 7% and 1% corresponding
to the first, second and third PCs, respectively, and indicate the
most important variables and regions related to the differences or
similarities found in the SERS data set. Such classification allows
identification of diagnostic spectral patterns that remain valid for
all spectra within a class, even though there may be substantial
inter-class variability among spectra. The potential of the proposed
method SERS combined with PCA lies mainly in providing differenti-
ation between the control and brain tumours cells what may in fu-
ture application improves diagnostic accuracy.
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